
 

Juris Utāns' virtual exhibition "Unprecedented Works" in cooperation with 

Birkenfelds Gallery 

1.02. 2021.-1.08.2021. 

 

Critical realism is the leitmotif of Juris Utāns' work. Through the interplay 

of collages of reality, the author paints motifs that affect the world of things 

and events known to the viewer. Visual messages often use messages that 

promote human emotion and have a direct effect on consciousness or the 

subconscious. It is in the artist's interest to reveal the relationship between 

the various regularities of the formation of visible and perceptible scenarios, 

which is made possible by the visual language of art. Forces such as human, 

animal, political, erotic, aesthetic encourage the painter to solve not only 

beauty, but also social problems, whose permits to be immortalized in 

paintings. 

 

This project has been created in close collaboration with the art gallery 

Birkenfelds, as well as the artist's previous solo exhibition “Guess! What 

else is hidden in the box? ”10.03.2020.-12.05.2020. 

If the previous exhibition [by applying for an individual visit] was also to be 

seen physically in person, then this project is virtual due to the pandemic. 

The artist is a prolific author in his creative expressions. Quite a lot of 

paintings have been created, which is a mandatory part of artistic activity. in 

the specific project * does not sit * .Other times the works * ate * with each 

other and therefore do not live together. 

This is a story about these works, which are practically not shown to a 

wider audience before. 

The author considered it important to add small comments under each work, 

so that the viewer would have a little insight, progress in the artist's feelings, 

ideas, creating these works. The years are not added - it is not important 

here. 

With a few exceptions, they have been created in the last six years. Format - 

the author's favourite around 2M longest edge. Canvas, acrylic, mixed 

media. 

Sincerely, Painter and Gallery Birkenfelds 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
BALL IS MINE -Painting dedicated to sports, healthy lifestyle and love for 

dogs as reliable friends of life. Technically, gold foil as a visual painting 

tool that highlights existential value. The work is also dedicated to envy, 

because the ball is only for one and the others will want, but nothing… 

RAIN 

The work is dedicated to running, the relentless rhythm of life and a sporty 

background as a daily stimulator. 



 

 

  
 

GRANDPA AND GRANDMA 

Painted before the pandemic and one can only guess what awaits us all in 

terms of social distancing, the global health crisis and the daily news 

broadcasts, where the coronavirus from China plays a key role. Initially, the 

idea is to reflect on loneliness, but from today's point of view, the message 

addresses global tensions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FAMILY FLIGHT 

The power and power of nature over man who does not know how to 

control it is manifested in the spontaneity of small pink balls and the 

menacing depiction of hyperbolized bats. 



 
 

A NEW FUR FOR MY BITCH 

She has long deserved it. The author contrasts a fragment of real fur with a 

textual poster slogan. Today, leather coats are also being dumped - times are 

changing, humanity is becoming more and more greedy, unfulfilled - will 

want more and more, it seems not enough. 

 

 
PORN FLAKES 

You like flakes that are obscene, modified and so badly sweet. You fall in 

love with it all and slowly turn into a centaurmonster and the other 

centaurmonsters are happy too, because we have learned to convert and use 

each other and everything around us - this is the new norm. 

 

 

 

 



 
GOOSEBUMPS I 

An act-fragment of a beautiful model with a different erotic touch. 

A beautiful woman shakes and suddenly * goosebumps * appear on her, the 

room is warm, the effect is practically elusive and very short 

 
GOOSEBUMPS II 

Technically, the author uses fine, transparent glue pumps, which are perfect 

and create a * goosebumps effect *. The works can also be enjoyed from a 

short distance, the closer we look, the more reliable the effect, the texture of 

the works can also be seen caressed - the vibrations of the wrist are gentle 

and unique due to the texture impression 

 

 

 

 

 

   



 
ZEBRA 

Every now and then, fantasies are drawn in the direction of surreal 

monsters, which resonated with the heroes of the Avatar movies. One of the 

author's favorite zebra women. 

 

 
NEXT STOP STONEBRIDGE 

Work from the cycle * We are the main * They are all red, befriended flying 

kalashnikovs.They can also be like drones.They have different shapes and 

shapes of heads.They vibrate in the air voluminous mountaineers, formed in 

a tab.Can they be a loathing ??? Undoubtedly 

 

 



 
LEADER 

Before reaching the finish line, even before the start of the process, it is 

absolutely clear who is the favorite, with whom it will end, and even 

completely without any claims, there is not even an option. Everything just 

like in our daily lives…. 

 

 

 
WE ARE KEY 

A gathering of red-bellied, evil birdmen. Commands are the only thing they 

understand and scatter all around themselves. Yes, and automatic weapons 

are indispensable, of course. Ideological slaves and multipliers at the same 

time. 

 

 

 



 
LATVIA WILL NOT FALL FOREVER 

The work was created at a time when the Latvian national hockey team 

almost entered into Division B. Guess who represents Latvia? Hockey 

player bird or hockey player dog??? Technically-mainly 

used hair in a linear but at the same time plastic shape. 

 
SANATORIUM  SAGA 

The story of a friendship that is false, as it turns out. Still, it turns out that 

the ball is only for one and not enough. The love affair of the sanatorium 

turns out to be short-lived, when we all start running, putting each other in 

front of each other. 

 



 
ACCREDITATION 

Everyone runs in the unknown, after the unknown, but it needs to get ready 

at all costs.Alegory of haste, stress and all that… .what is really needed, as 

if.But maybe it's just an imaginary vision… ..? 
 

WEDDING MARCH 

Once upon a time, a fine fish woman and a strong human dog, who really 

was 

The dog man and they lived long and happily until gold separated them, but 

maybe blackness…. 



 
CLEARER 

We are all gamblers, even if we are not aware of it. It is important to go to 

the goal together 

and let off steam in a coordinated way, because only its opponent can 

surprise… .. 
 

MY DEAR PUPPY AND DISK 

Once again, the hockey world championship is finally approaching, yes and 

that 

This time jesssss will take place in Riga !!!!! All kinds of weirdos with 

trams, 

Also, they will be agile and athletic and will try to take away the puck for a 

while 

The puppy also wants to play …… .yes though 



 
ANNINMUIZA PARK 

Going to work at the faculty of Jūrmalas gatve through the park, after the 

paved roads were paved and quality lighting appeared, the visions in the 

dark changed a lot. .A mystical moonlight game arose, which at times 

created the illusion that behind the trees hiding… ..The work was created 

under the influence of the annexation of Crimea… .we, red, polite people c. 

 
 

 
BUG RESEARCHER 

When the head and soul are not overwhelmed with ideas, then the following 

experimental * recreational * works occur. Beloved beetles, where the place 

for experimentation, using human hair, glue, various varnishes. 

 



 
SUBWAY RUNNERS I 

People are runners, reptiles, swallows. The action takes place in a tunnel, 

they are all like zombies and can not change in any way. Yes and the 

endless cables that define our entire lives, especially now, living online. 

 

 
SUBWAY RUNNERS II 

As said LNMM expert dr.art. Elita Ansone, these works address her very 

much, at the same time associated with a symbolic gate of hell. 

Here the author uses his favorite compositional technique - takes some 

images, which are enlarged and reduced, if necessary, reproduced, 

emphasizing the threatening effect…. 

 



 
LEJASCIEMS-RUSSIA 7-0 

While in the open air with his beloved students in Lejasciems, he appeared 

Dedication to the European Football Championship. Old football goals in 

sports 

The square was so gorgeous and philosophically picturesque… 

..Championship 

Held in Russia-the title of the author's idea gamma …… 

 
WASP COMES 

One little one arrives and everything is adjusted-fear, anxiety is all big-one 

panic and mass psychosis pandemic BECAUSE HE COMES, although no 

one sees it, but FAIRRRR takes over everything and has to be carried there, 

here, everywhere… 



 
DOUBTMETER 

The formation of the government is entrusted to the ecclesiastical utan. I 

love you. Your permission. 

Dedication to the fun attempts to form a government a few years ago 

[Gobzem, Zakatistov and other heroes….] Well, yes, the tolerance that does 

not allow… .we play again - we already like it… DOUBTMETER 

-TOOL TO MEASURE CONCERN-YESSSS 

 

 

 
DEDICATION TO THE VICTIMS OF THE MAXIMA TRAGEDY 

23.11.2013. 

 

The whole message in the title - Terrible and TRAGIC - often comes out 

every day to ride a bike - one of the types of insane torment of hell 



 
SOUP KITCHEN 

The author's attitude towards the completely chaotic, meaningless refugee 

policy in his Latvia. 

Crowds of refugees at the Cabinet, it's winter, they're sitting in the snow, 

they have cons. 

Everyone can evaluate their attitude towards what happened: 

Of course, there were 2 diametrically opposed views: 

1. Oh God, what a racist… + does not yet support government policy! 

2.And you imagined-such could be my daughter's husband and me son-in-

law ????? insanity.I DON'T WANT IT !!!! 

 
BLACK HOLE 

While painting the works for the space project in the LNMM exhibition hall 

* Arsenāls *, the author was much influenced by the images of the Hubble 

Telescope and confused the universe. which tempts and engulfs 

everything… .That is why this big, pink formation, shining from something, 

but the little black will turn everything into an instant, only we will not 

experience it, because it has already happened, only we do not know it… 

 



 
SUBWAYHEAD I 

It will take us somewhere, to one side or the other, it can never be predicted. 

 

 
SUBWAYHEAD II 

Human reptile-observer-suspicious researcher. 

Man hose. 

Wagon-strange sense of architecture. 

 

 



 
SUBWAYHEAD III 

Symbolic subway tunnels with wires of cable wires. The head of an 

underground human car driven by an incomprehensible feeling, anxiety, 

moving in an direction that is not adequate. The works were created in the 

week of a bloody terrorist attack on the subway in St. Petersburg. 

 
WE HOST 

Fields, pastures, a lovely, lovely milk machine and all sorts of flying 

trani.Each of them performs a function assigned by God.The hosts are they, 

of course, although homosapiens think, often, diametrically opposed. 

 



 
SELF - PORTRAIT OF AN EXPERIENCED TEACHER 

The author has a self-irony. He likes to shoot for himself, then he can be a 

little bit for others. The composition is made of fragments of Utan's face, as 

well as various other details of the shot. 

 
THE AIM 

Well, throw Utāns with forks and knives, yes and a corkscrew as a symbol 

of the gone crazy adventures …… The author doesn't want to get stuck by 

him, but the thrower just needs it - instincts, excitement, it's no stranger 



 
CENTER I 

A cycle of still lifes with a free interpretation between cubism, 

abstractionism and simply good, central composition. There are six such 

works in the cycle. The author's * recreational * works. 

 
CENTER II 

Interest in the breathable, free structure of the composition. The author 

played with toxic paint strippers, achieving specific technical effects. 

Wood-carving chisels are used to engrave a linear message. 

Thoughts, as such, are not here. Only feelings and formal composition. 



 
EXCITING? 

Acts that are beautiful always. Maybe eroticism can be a little dramatic, 

different? Virtue and seductive obscenity, maybe all together? 

 

 

 
HARD EROTICS 

Studying the magnification of beautiful, delicate models of skin, the author 

sees pores with very fine, silky hairs. Erotica transforms into the * heavy * 

category. 

Small flies with glued brush bristles serve as pores… Contemporary 

painting * tolerates * any material and transformation. 

 

 



  
CRITICAL REALISM 

The author focused on things and objects that in most of the society do not 

really obey the categories of aesthetics, do not talk about it in public and try 

not to show it. 

A real toilet bowl in the old, beloved façade * new body *, without a lid and 

broken, it was once and no one really * baked * about it. 

 
FLY-KILLER-PAPER 

Fly-killer fly-paper-idea arises after a plein air with students, where this 

formation seems natural and self-evident [country house kitchen] 

.Existential question-what allows us to kill so peacefully? Just because they 

are small, fast and annoying us… ??? In the background symbolic cross 

from real corpses of flies V .Were they had souls…. ?? 

 



 
FISH 

Plein air impressions from Engure.Water movement-alive and incalculably 

elusive.Fish is undoubtedly inside. Again, the author uses a lot of hair as a 

provocative means of expression. 

 
PEARLS 

This beauty tastes them, he is ready to share, only you need to be able to 

make friends with him. 



 
LATVENERGO 

High-voltage electric monster from the bottom-simply beautiful and 

constructive full-blooded. Kaif! 

 

 
IN HIDDEN 

Dedication to the long-term cat policy and pre-election campaign of the 

mayor of Riga Ušakovs. A real place with a real Nile poster at the stop, 

behind which hid the radarists. They were friendly and posed for a photo 

[polycyclists] when I told the idea of the painting [I ride a bike]. A vision of 

corrupt fantasy. 

 



 
WE ARE BRIGHT CYCLISTS 

Every now and then you want to scare yourself and others. A little horror, 

such a lovely horror, at a time when most of the public want something 

sweet, proper.But all things and phenomena as a minimum there are several 

different parties… 

 
MY DEAR PLAYBOY PIGGY  

Parts of a woman's body are collapsed * upside down *, without observing 

any ideological canons and principles. The author builds her own 

metaphysically collaged compositional architecture. Beautiful is diverse 

enough and everyone can have something different. 



 
BLACK HOLE II 

Fantasy on a space theme, a game with textures .Technically, many 

different layers of acrylic, which in places are actively scraped with a 

spatula, taken off, then again on top of the paint, creating a color layer depth 

and filling effect. 

 
WE 

We all live, exist in one or another spherical formation, which has its own 

energy and history. 

A sphere that generally breathes, lives, does something… Vertical sea 

waves are used in the background as an unreal cosmic background. 

 



 
COLLIDER 

Humanity-science-nature-universe-infinity… Where is the boundary and if 

so, should it be respected? Or exploring the infinity of the universe and 

black holes causes themselves once will not become a black matter. And 

much faster than it was recorded for us in the stars. There is no answer to 

the question. Research progress cannot be stopped over time, despite the 

potential consequences. 

 

 

 
SINGER 

Beautiful, clean, technical property. The sewing machine is big, perfect and 

flawless. Painted from nature. In the first courses of the Academy of Arts, 

drawing, also painting this type of technique [typewriters, sewing 

machines], was my hobby .Wanted to remember my youth .The author likes 

the work and is dear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

DEAR SLEEPING AREA. IMANTA CHAIR 

The fantastic mood was in nature - in summer the sun sets and the first 

lights are already on…. In competition with two lights - natural light goes to 

sleep, artificial lighting turnes on… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


